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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report outlines the 2011 activities of the Hungarian controlled fusion research programme
performed in collaboration (association) with EURATOM. The coordinating organization is called
Euratom Association of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Association-HAS), it is one of the 27 socalled "Associations" forming the backbone of the Euratom fusion research programme. Association
HAS is not a single legal entity, rather it is composed of several collaborating partners. The KFKI
Research Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics (KFKI RMKI) is the leader of Association-HAS
while the strongest University partner is the Budapest University of Technology and Economics
(BME). The KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute (KFKI AEKI) is performing mostly materials
technology research and irradiations in the Budapest Research Reactor. Contributions on special
subjects are received from the Institute of Nuclear Research (ATOMKI) and the Széchenyi University.
As the Association does not operate a fusion device of its own the work is closely connected to
experimental facilities of the other Euratom Associations. Additionally, in 2011 work started in a joint
Korean-Hungarian fusion diagnostics laboratory, funded by a collaboration agreement between the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences and the Korean Research Council of Fundamental Science and
Technology (KRCF), with the aim of developing and operating diagnostics for the Korean KSTAR
tokamak. A third area of fusion development related directly to construction of the international ITER
experiment. These projects are not part of the Association work programme, rather they are financed by
grant agreements from Fusion for Energy (F4E), the European Domestic Agency for ITER. It is
especially important to note, that in December 2011 a consortium of KFKI-RMKI, AEKI and BME
won the first Framework Partnership Agreement awarded by F4E for the so-called tokamak services
project.
The activities of the Association fall into two large categories: experimental and theoretical studies for
strengthening the ITER physics basis and development of diagnostic (measurement) systems for fusion
devices. These are supplemented by keep in touch activities in the field of Inertial Fusion Energy,
technology development for fusion installations and provision of information for the general public.
In 2012 the Euratom funded volume of the work stayed approximately at the level of the past few years
which were reported in previous Annual Reports, available on the public website of the Association:
www.magfuzio.hu.
Sándor Zoletnik
Head of Research Unit
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II. ITER PHYSICS BASIS
1. AXUV camera commissioning
B. Tal, D. Nagy, G. Veres
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: CRPP EPFL
Contact E-mail:tal.balazs@wigner.mta.hu
The reinstallation of the AXUV camera system occurred during the summer opening of the TCV
tokamak in August 2011. This procedure covered the fine adjustment of the shutters, installation of
pneumatic actuators, build-up and tubing of the pneumatic control system, installation of the electronic
controllers, embedding the shutter controller program to the TCV control sequence. The data acquistion
was recommissioned, too.
As a next step of commissioning the system was tested during plasma discharges. The density
was ramped up slowly during these measurements. This manner qualitatively different radiation
profiles were created. (The density is one of the most important control parameters in the SOL
transport, detachment and MARFE formation processes and thus has high influence on the radiation
zone locations.) The data of the foil bolometer system was used as reference during the AXUV tests. As
an example Figure 1 (a) shows a time series of radiation profiles. These profiles belong to a standard
diverted discharge in a poloidal cross section of the tokamak. The solid green lines mark the separatrix.
The strike points are located where the separatrix touches the wall and the X-point is where the two
branches cross each other. The contour colors of the top row were created according to the AXUV (a)
and the bottom row according to the foil bolometer (b) data. Both diagnostics show similar dynamics:
at the beginning of the rampup (low density) the strike points are bright. Soon the radiation disappears
from the bottom strike point. Then the radiation zone departs from the inner strike point and goes inside
the confined plasma region, above the X-point (high density). However, there are artificial radiation
patterns in the profiles of both diagnostics. They originate from the sensitivity degradation and the
angle-dependence of the detectors in case of the AXUV and from the sensitivity to neutral particles and
low spatial resolution in case of foil bolometer data.
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Figure 1: (a) Time slices of a 1 sec long density rampup, top: radiation
profiles reconstructed from AXUV system signals, bottom: radiation profiles
calculated from foil bolometer data. (b) Signal ratios belong to the
measurement and calibration AXUV array set

A serious drawback of the AXUV system was revealed. With the recently installed shutters we
were able to protect the detectors from the damaging effect of conditioning and from the light of
unconcerned discharges. However, serious and not uniform sensitivity degradation was observed during
proper usage. This fact was proven with the help of a calibration detector array set. The ratio of the
signals measured with the measurement and detector sets are shown in Figure 1: (b). The ratios were
measured during the first opening of the shutters (blue curve) and 60 measured discharges later (red
curve). The shutters of the calibration set were kept closed during the intermediate discharges. The
occasionally 40 percent decrease in the ratios refers to extremely fast sensitivity degradation, which
was the possible worst-case scenario according to the detector user's manual. Hence, it is unlikely that
these detectors can survive a 1 year long campaign, as it was supposed earlier in different tokamaks.

2. AXUV camera calibration
B. Tal, D. Nagy, G. Veres
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: CRPP EPFL
Contact E-mail:tal.balazs@wigner.mta.hu
AXUV-type detectors are semiconductor optical detectors. Their entrance window is extremely
thin and thus they are suitable to detect radiation in a wide spectral range amd even in XUV. They are
often used in tokamak environment to monitorize the radiated power during fast transients. A system
built up from this type of detectors was installed onto the TCV tokamak in 2004. During 5 years of
operation several drawbacks of this system were revealed. The most significant one was presumably
connected to the wall handling procedures. These operations exposed the detectors to high UV fluence
causing radiation damage and they deposited thin absorption layers on the detector surfaces. Hence, the
AXUV cameras were unmounted and shutters were installed onto them in 2010. Additionally, some
minor modifications were performed to avoid serious construction errors. The upgraded cameras were
calibrated and commissioned this year. The former porcedure is introduced here.
The calibration of the pinhole-type cameras was performed in two steps: the location of their
lines of sights (LOSs) were determined and the throughputs of the pinhole-detector systems were
measured.
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The measurement of the LOS positions was performed in the following manner: the detectors
were illuminated with an expanded laser beam. This beam was rotated around the axis of the pinhole.
The peak positions of the signals belonged to the LOS positions. Although the concept of this system is
very simple the low tolerance limits required complex implementation. The laser positioning system
was built up from 7 optical actuators. To simplify the construction the calibration assembly was built up
from commercially available parts. (See Figure 1) The results of the LOS measurements made us
possible to determine the accurate detector and pinhole positions. The deviation between the design and
calculated positions was in the order of 0.1 mm which meant 10 percent error in some cases. With the
help of the accurately known positions the geometrical function of the hardware was determined and
included into the measurement processing routines.
The throughputs of the system were measured with the help of an integrating sphere which was
attributed to be an ideal radiator. It had a sufficiently huge port to illuminate the total detector array.
Hence, the measured signals were directly proportional to the throughputs. Additionally, the different
cameras were cross-calibrated by changing the camera-sphere distances. The throughputs were also
calculated according to the LOS measurements and compared to the results of the realtive throughput
measurements. Five percent deviation was observed which satisfied the requirements and was in the
expected accuracy. The calculated and measured relative throughputs are shown in Figure 1 (b) and (c).

Figure 2: (a): Calibration assembly for LOS calibration, (b) and (c): results of
throughput measurements. Vertical lines mark the camera borders
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3. ELM measurements with the recently upgraded AXUV system
B. Tal, G. Veres
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: CRPP EPFL
Contact E-mail:tal.balazs@wigner.mta.hu
The recently upgraded AXUV system (see AXUV camera calibration and AXUV camera
commissioning sections in the same annual report) is suitable to resolve the ELM dynamics in different
plasma configurations. Dedicated measurements were performed to investigate the radiation dynamics
in a standard single null divertor configuration, where the outer strike point was on the bottom part of
the wall, and in a newly developed configuration, where the outer strike point was on the low field side
wall. The latter plasma shape is called snowflake-like single null, as the snowflake configuration can be
developed from it.
Mode activity between ELMs were observed in a significant percentage of H-mode discharges.
These modes were localized to the edge of the plasma.
The radiation profiles of the interELM phases showed huge variety. They could qualitatively
differ in apparently similar discharges. The profile shape was probably controlled by the plasma density
and the heating power but other parameters may have played a critical role, too. Additionally, the
profiles changed sometimes suddenly before ELMs.
Comparing the two, earlier introduced configurations, their ELMs had different radiation
dynamics. In the standard configuration, the midplane radiation was followed by the inner then the
bottom strike point radiation. In the snowflake-like single null configuration the midplane radiation was
negligible and no significant time delay was observed between the strike point flashes.
Additionally, the AXUV cameras were used to record the effect of sigma during the snowflake
formation.

4. Plasma turbulence measurements in the MAST tokamak
D. Dunai, S. Zoletnik
KFKI-RMKI
Collaborations: CCFE
Contact E-mail:dunai.daniel@wigner.mta.hu
The MAST Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) turbulence imaging system installation has been
finished in 2011 for the M8 campaign. The system was optimized for low-k turbulence measurements
utilizing high-throughput, direct coupled imaging optics and a high quantum efficiency ultrafast camera
unit. The collected light is imaged onto a 2D Avalanche Photo-Diode (APD) array detector with 8x4
pixels providing poloidal and radial resolution. The rotatable first mirror makes possible to measure in
various radii on the midplane. In early 2011 following preparatory tasks were completed:
‐ careful spatial calibration of the system
‐ control software development and tests of the stepper motors
‐ DAQ software development and integration to MAST control system
The BES diagnostic was measuring through the M8 campaign and several times has been
adjusted and improved. The finally achieved SNR of ~300 was found to be sufficient for detection of
relative density fluctuations at the level of a few 0.1%. After the adjustments during the second half of
the campaign basic characteristics of turbulence were measured and analyzed. The radial profiles of
relative fluctuation amplitude of L-mode and H-mode scenarios with the same global plasma
parameters as well as L-mode discharges exhibiting an internal transport barrier (ITB) were calculated.
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These measurements were primary objectives in the research plan. The core turbulence level is close to
the detection limit, and the fluctuation amplitude is increasing towards the edge. The results showed
that the L-mode larger fluctuations ( 3% outside  ~ 0.8 ) are suppressed and dropped below 1%
which is the detection limit on the edge. Power spectra are also measured at various radial positions
showing the structures, which are partly responsible for the higher edge fluctuation level. The poloidal
correlation length, correlation time and poloidal propagation velocities could also be deduced due to the
poloidally displaced channels. The measured velocity was checked against the CXRS measurements.
On the top of the broad-band, ion-scale turbulence coherent fluctuations due to various types
of MHD activity are also measured. Some of these phenomena are in the frontline of research, but in
our analysis these were found to be the major difficulties as their power is substantially above that of
turbulence.

Figure 3: Relative fluctuation profile of a L-mode and H-mode plasma scenarios with the same global plasma
parameters. In the edge region of the H-mode measurement the fluctuation is suppressed down to the detection
limit.
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Figure 4:
In-vessel mirror of the BES diagnostics with protective helmet like shutter

Figure 5: Optical calibration:
the image of the detector is shown on the plane of the interference filter.
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5. Investigation of pellet ablation, pellet cloud dynamics and pellet caused plasma perturbation on
ASDEX Upgrade
G. Kocsis, G. Cseh, T. Szepesi
KFKI-RMKI
G. Náfrády
BME-NTI
Collaboration: IPP Garching
Contact E-mail:kocsis.gabor@wigner.mta.hu
Introduction. Cryogenic pellet injection is one of the prime candidates to fuel large scale
fusion devices - like ITER and DEMO - in different operational regimes. Moreover, cryogenic pellet
injection is also a promising tool to control Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) associated with the standard
H-mode foreseen as ITER`s baseline scenario. To allow for an efficient use of the pellet injection tool,
the predictive understanding of the underlying processes of the pellet-plasma interaction is
indispensable. Recent investigations supported the assumption that pellet ablation is a complex 3D
process taking place on the µs timescale, involving - among others - pellet cloud dynamics (expansion,
instabilities and drifts) and the fast axisymmetric plasma cooling.
Developments. The Hungarian Association is involved in the study of pellet-plasma
interaction by developing and applying the appropriate video diagnostics. In 2011 the pellet video
observation system was further developed by the installation and integration of the EDICAM and
PHOTRON camera systems on ASDEX Upgrade. Both the appropriate modifications for docking the
EDICAM cameras into the tube of the immersion ports (1Co and 5Co ports) and the necessary software
components were developed. As an example the EDICAM docking mechanism can be seen on fig.1.
After the new developments both radial (5Co port) and tangential (4Co port) view of the ablating
pellets could be used with all the cameras in the pellet observation system.

Figure 6: EDICAM in the 1Co port. The camera is located at the plasma side of the immersion tube (left figure).
The location of the port is sketched on the right figure.

Investigation of pellet-plasma interaction in different plasma scenarios. Pellets
were injected with different parameters into discharges having both ELMing and ELM mitigated phases
(by magnetic perturbation). It was seen that in the mitigated phase pellets did not trigger ELMs, while
in the ELMing phase the usual ELM triggering was observed. The non-linear MHD code JOREK
predicts the evolution of the pellet ablation plasmoid into a first ELM filament, therefore we looked for
differences between the two cases in the pellet ablation phase when the plasmoid is formed around the
pellet. Ablating pellets were tracked by EDICAM and the penetration depth and pellet cloud
distribution was measured both in ELMing and ELM mitigated phases with SensiCam. Typical result
can be seen in fig.7. made with multiple short (lower figures) and long exposure times (upper figures).
It can be concluded that up to now no differences were observed between these two phases. Long
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exposure images showed the same penetration depth which was expected since the target plasma
electron temperature and density profiles are virtually identical in both phases. The structure of the
observed radiating cloud was also similar; no extra filamentary structure appeared at the time an ELM
was triggered. Short exposure images revealed the same cloud extension both in toroidal and radial
directions and also the detached cloudlet drifting to the LFS was observed for both phases.
Observations so far have shown pellet ablation and hence pellet-induced perturbations must be very
similar during the corresponding ELMy and mitigated phases.

Figure 7: Multiple short (lower figures) and long exposure time (upper figures) images
about ablating pellets in ELMing (left plots) and ELM mitigated (right plots) phases.

Measurement of pellet cloud distribution evolution and cloud drift. The newly installed
Photron SA5 CMOS camera with a frame rate up to 1MHz offers an ideal diagnostics to investigate the
evolution of the pellet cloud distribution. The typical tangential view of the camera used in these
investigations is seen of Fig.8. together with the radial (solid lines) -vertical (dashed lines) mesh. To be
able to run the camera at 350kfps a small region of interest is recorded (red frame on Fig.8).
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Figure 8: The tangential view of the fast framing camera
(for the details see the text).

The main emphasis is put on the analysis of pellet cloud dynamics and drifts by observing the
visible radiation with the fast camera and by applying image processing algorithms. Snapshots of a
typical 350kfps movie can be seen on the left part of Fig.4. The overplotted mesh and designated pellet
trajectory is the same as on Fig. 7. Having a closer look to such movies it was observed that the pellet
and its cloud move together through the plasma with the pellet injection speed on the µs time scale as
well. Contradicting to earlier modelling approaches no “flux tube fuelling”, that is, jumping from one
flux tube to the next one was recognised. During penetration parts of the main ablation cloud, localised
around the pellet, are regularly erupted. These attached cloudlets move typically to the outward radial
direction with a velocity much higher than the pellet speed. This movement could be associated with a
grad B caused pellet cloud drift. Sometimes the erupted cloudlet moves in the upward vertical direction;
the explanation of this finding is not yet clear. As a possible consequence of the cloudlet eruption, the
shape of the pellet cloud and therefore the radiation pattern detected by both radial and tangential
viewing cameras changes on a fast time scale.
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Figure 9: Snapshots of a 350kfps movie about an ablating pellet (on the left)
together with the result of the optical flow method calculation (right).
See main text for details.

To characterise the evolution and the movement of the pellet cloud seen on the fast movies, the
snapshots were evaluated by applying the optical flow method, and the resulting velocity field is plotted
on the right of Fig.9 as black arrows (the arrow length is proportional to the velocity). Here the
snapshot frames are also plotted (red contours) and also the previous ones (blue contours) - these were
used to calculate the optical flow velocity field. It can be easily concluded, that the speed of the drifting
cloudlets are much larger than any other speed calculated, exceeding 2000 m/s. The optical flow
method can clearly recognise the drifting cloudlets and the above mentioned two typical directions
(from HFS to LFS - highlighted by red ellipses -, and upward motion - blue ellipses).
Observation of the pellet caused plasma perturbation by ECE Imaging (ECEI). From
earlier experiments it is known that a mm size cryogenic pellet instantaneously cools the plasma region
crossed by the pellet and the front of the target plasma cooling moves together with the pellet. The
cooling looks axisymmetric on the 30µs timescale but it is of interest to see if any poloidal asymmetry
exists on the 5µs time scale. On the other hand the ablating deuterium pellet deposited particles form a
dense cloud elongated along a magnetic field line and distributed on the whole magnetic surface at
least one order of magnitude slower than the cooling effect. This way the target plasma density is
remarkably increased and can reach the cut-off density for the ECEI measurement. Here we can expect
first a poloidally localised cut-off when the pellet cloud filament reaches the ECEI observation volume.
The typical time evolution of the ECEI measured temperature distribution during pellet ablation
shows that the pellet caused density increase causes a measurement cut-off. The cut-off appears
poloidally asymmetric and moves downward at the LFS plasma edge. The reason of this asymmetry is
not yet clear, a field line tracing of the pellet cloud filament does not explain it. Before the cut-off the
ECEI can also detect the pellet caused cooling front. These behaviours will be further investigated in
the future using smaller/faster pellets to cause less density perturbation of the plasma and to avoid the
ECEI cut-off.
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6. Retractable tube for ITER core CXRS
ITER diagnostics: CXRS
T. Baross1, J. Nemeth
Development of a fluctuation BES diagnostics into CXRS spectrometer
G. Pokol2, T. Baross1, G. Grunda1, B. Meszaros1, A. Kovacsik2
1KFKI RMKI, EURATOM Association,
2BME NTI, EURATOM Association
Collaboration: FZJ, ITER-NL, CCFE
Contact E-mail: baross.teteny@wigner.mta.hu, pokol@reak.bme.hu
Background
An EFDA task - TW6-TPDS-DIADES - on ITER-CXRS under the direction of FZJ ended in 2008.
The collaboration continues between FZJ, ITER-NL, CCFE and KFKI-RMKI. During this period the
ITER CXRS Retractable tube development was continued with the reference Port Plug design.
Development of the Retractable tube
In the UPP 3 (upper port 3) the present retractable tube design holds the cleaning system of the
first mirror, that has hardly definable lifetime. Figure 10 shows the position of the tube in the Upper
Port Plug #3, where the tube structure is held by the DSM (diagnostic shield module) and the
Intermediate plate.

Figure 10: ITER CXRS port plug #3 with tube and cleaning system [FZJ]

Compared to the earlier design, where the tube flange is attached to the PP back flange the
present design will be attached to the Intermediate PP flange (Trapezoidal Structure End Plate), so the
tube length was shortened significantly to 3,5 [m]. The tube position and size (diameter) depends on the
cleaning system primary, that has still no detailed design.
Tube support and floating flange concept
A tube support concept with sliding pins was worked out. The tube flange can move axially
relative to the fixed pins and are supported by radial spherical plain bearings. The spherical plain
bearings are necessary to compensate any angle deviations between tube axis and support pins and shall
allow axial play.
It is necessary to estimate the different thermal expansion between the cassette and flanges in radial
direction as well. The preliminary calculations give, that at 200 C degree 0,6 mm displacement in radial
direction might happen.
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In this way a combined floating and structural flange option looks reasonable. This direction shall be
the future development of this item.

Figure 11: Sliding support pin concept.

After many ideas were examined for tube cooling (such as long drilled holes, HIP weldedbended sheets, and welded pipes into the tube structure) –a new concept was examined. In this concept
in a base tube structure the cooling layout is drilled into the outer side of tube. That is covered by a
thinner stainless steel layer. The welding edges shall weld through the sheet on the sides of the cooling
channels. Its advantage is that the stagnant water between the two tube layer can be avoided and the
cooling layout can be distributed easily.

Figure 12: Cooling loops with one welded cover

The earlier ANSYS simulation and hand calculations showed that even with volumetric heat generation
rate as 2,5 [W/cm^3] a tube with water between sheets can be properly cooled.
Shutter Actuator
A thermal analysis of the shutter actuator was performed during the middle of 2010. The shutter
according to the latest optical concept will be a separate instrument in port plug and not the part of the
retractable tube.
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Figure 13: Temperature distribution in steady state

Fluctuation BES diagnostics in the CXRS prototype spectrometer
In 2011 a fluctuation BES diagnostic unit has been installed into the ITER Core CXRS Prototype
Spectrometer (CPS) with the primary purpose of validation of the BES performance calculations for
ITER. Figure 14 shows the Hungarian system inside the spectrometer. A few successful measurements
were already performed at the TEXTOR tokamak, which showed good agreement with the simulation
results in the signal amplitude.

Figure 14: Fluctuation BES diagnostic integrated into the ITER CXRS prototype spectrometer: moving mirror,
filter, imaging optics and detector head are visible.
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7. Runaway electron losses due to resonant magnetic perturbations
G. Papp, G. Pokol
BME-NTI
Collaboration: Chalmers, IPP Greifswald
Contact E-mail: papp@reak.bme.hu
One of the most critical problems facing ITER and similar machines is the occurrence of
plasma-terminating disruptions. During the disruptions, the swift cooling of the plasma leads to
runaway electron generation. Eventually, a beam of runaways can form, which has a potential to
damage machine parts. The severity of the problem scales with the size of the device, and in reactorsized tokamaks, such as ITER, it is desirable to suppress the runaway beam. One possible intervention
method is to degrade the magnetic confinement using resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP), thus
enhancing the primary runaway losses to avoid avalanche generation. The efficiency of the concept has
been experimentally proven on a number of devices, for example JT-60 and TEXTOR. In order to be
able to design such suppression tools for forthcoming tokamaks, an extended knowledge is required
about the mechanism of the RMP. Since the problem cannot be handled analytically, we started to use
3D numerical modeling. In 2011, we carried out an analysis for a TEXTOR-like model tokamak and
proposed an RMP scheme for significant runaway removal in ITER.
Numerical modeling of the runaway electron drift orbits is carried out with the ANTS code. This
is a full-f Monte Carlo code simulating the drift motion of charged particles including effects like
collisions with stationary background plasma of arbitrary constituents and radiation losses. The
accelerating electric field was calculated with the GO code that takes into account runaway generation
and the diffusion of the electric field. In the case of the TEXTOR tokamak, we found that the RMP can
only influence low-energy, near-edge runaway electrons. The magnetic perturbation caused by the
dynamic ergodic divertor (DED) coils is not sufficiently strong for significant runaway loss
enhancement. The magnetic perturbations on the other hand may enhance the penetration of the neutral
gas injected for disruption- and runaway electron control [Papp et al NF 2011].
For the ITER tokamak, we studied several different possible current configurations. We found
that field-aligned perturbation patterns with n = 3 toroidal mode number can reduce the confinement
volume of reasonably low energy (< 10 MeV) runaways with up to 50%, if the perturbation coils are
operated at the maximum possible current [Papp et al PPCF 2011]. The runaway electron losses caused
by the RMP can be up to 102-104 faster than without RMP, and the time dependence follows an
exponential decay trend. Also, the start time of runaway losses depend exponentially on the radial start
position of the test particles. The results indicate a drift + chaotic diffusion type of radial transport that
might be a key to incorporate the effect of RMP in future modeling. In order to determine the complete
effect of the RMP on the electric field and runaway current evolution in a self-consistent way, further
modeling and tool developments are necessary in the future.

Figure 15: (a) Runaway losses as a function of time for four different n=3 configurations and the unperturbed
case. (b) Runaway losses as a function of the initial radial launch position. The loss initiation time grows
exponentially as the launching position is moved inwards.
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8. Transient MHD mode and fast ion loss studies at ASDEX Upgrade
G. Pokol, G. Por, G. Papp, N. Lazányi, L. Horváth
BME-NTI
Collaboration: IPP Garching, Germany
Contact E-mail:pokol@reak.bme.hu
In 2011 previous studies on sawtooth-related modes were concluded and the focus has moved to
the interplay of MHD activity and fast ion transport.
The fast ion losses are detected at ASDEX Uprade by a Fast Ion Loss Detector (FILD), which
consist of a two dimensional scintillator plate and can detect fast ions on a gyroradius-pitch angle grid.
The fast ions with different origin reach the plate at different positions, so they can be studied
separately. With the help of magnetic probes and soft x-ray (SXR) diagnostic we identified several
types of waves and instabilities leading to fast ion losses. The Alfvén-cascades and Toroidicity-induced
Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAEs) scatter out fast ions from the plasma as well as the Edge Localized Modes
(ELMs). Coherence between the Alfvénic modes and fast ion losses was detected using wavelet-based
algorithms and a method was proposed to characterize the effectivity of scattering of different modes.
In case of the ELMs two different types of losses were identified, before small ELMs periodic
fast ion losses were detected and after the type-I ELMs several fast ion loss spikes appeared. The spatial
structure of the pre-ELM oscillation was characterized by n=2 toroidal mode number in the ion
diamagnetic drift direction. The mode numbers were determined from the signal of magnetic pick-up
coils at the plasma edge.
The fast ion loss spikes following the type-I ELMs had very similar structure likely having the
same origin. With this assumption and the time delay between the spikes we determined the quasi
poloidal mode number of the scattering wave. The m=8 quasi poloidal mode number and the q=4 safety
factor at the plasma edge results in a toroidal mode number n=2.
The effect of fast ions on the plasma edge was also studied by several fast ion profiles. A rough
estimate showed that there are circumstances under which fast ions scattered to the plasma edge may
lead to edge instabilities, such as ELMs. This hypothesis is to be investigated with kinetic modeling.
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Figure 16: Scalogram of a fast ion loss signal and the signal itself in case of a small ELM.
The precursor oscillation is visible both on the raw signal and on the scalogram at around 2 kHz frequency. The
toroidal mode number of the oscillation is n=2 in the ion diamagnetic drift direction.
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9. Turbulence Measurements with New Optics on ASDEX Upgrade Li-beam
G. Veres, G. Grunda and T. Ilkei
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: IPP Garching
Contact E-mail:veres.gabor@rmki.kfki.hu
Plasma turbulence measurements with beam emission spectroscopy technique require an excess
of a certain threshold for the ratio of the signal level to the photonic noise level. With the previously
existing experimental setup and optical observation this requirement could not be fulfilled, and in early
2011 it was decided, that a new in-vessel optical head will be designed and installed into the ASDEX
Upgrade, enabling the collection of more light than previously.
The new optical head is located in the same toroidal sector as the Li-gun, and looks toroidally at
the lithium beam from a distance of 450 mm. By using anamorphic imaging, 30 segments of 20x5 mm2
along the beam are imaged onto an array of light fibers of 600 micron diameter.

Figure 17: The installed optical head in the vacuum chamber of ASDEX Upgrade.

The measurements indicate that the new system is capable of detecting up to 50 times more
photons than the old system. An upgrade of the photomultiplier tubes based detection to an avalanche
photodiode based one will be carried out in 2012.
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10. Turbulence measurements in TEXTOR
S. Zoletnik, L. Bardóczi
KFKI-RMKI
D. Réfy
BME-NTI
Collaboration: FZ Jülich, TEKES
Contact E-mail:zoletnik.sandor@wigner.mta.hu
In the previous year the radial structure of Geodesic Acoustic Modes (GAM) was measured in
TEXTOR using the Li-beam diagnostic. This work continued in 2011 by studying the behaviour under
various conditions and details of the processes were analysed. Discharges with Dynamic Ergodic
Divertor (DED) were measured together with reflectometry and Langmuir probes. DED was operated
in DC mode and the current in its coils was increased from discharge to discharge. Up to 0.4 kA current
no significant change has been observed in turbulence or GAM behaviour. At 0.6 kA the plasma
turbulence changed at the edge, the usual layer of Quasi-coherent (QC) mode split into two radially
distinct regions separated by an about 2 cm wide zone with no QC mode. At and above 0.8 kA the outer
QC mode disappeared. As the Li-beam can detect GAM-related velocity modulations through the
movement of QC turbulence therefore it cannot be determined whether GAMs are still present in the
edge region. However, the modulation of the background radiation in the Li-beam signals also shows
signature of GAMs, from which one can state that edge GAMs disappeared also. The deep QC zone
gave birth to a different GAM activity with much narrower frequency spectrum, indicating weaker
damping.

Figure 18: Spectrum of poloidal velocity modulation
calculated from the movement of QC mode turbulence at r/a=0.76.

.
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The dependence of turbulence and GAMs was studied as a function of the plasma isotope mass
by performing identical discharges in Hydrogen and Deuterium. Unfortunately the wall relapses a
substantial amount of gas, therefore the isotope composition of the plasma cannot be changed fully. The
Li-beam results in these experiments showed very similar behaviour in dominantly Hydrogen and
Deuterium discharges.
An attempt was made to find correlation between GAM activity and the turbulence level. The
Li-beam diagnostic could not see a modulation of the bandpower of QC mode turbulence at the GAM
frequency. In another analysis the modulation of the GAM amplitude as studied on a timescale longer
than the GAM period time. Only the temporal correlation related to the GAM lifetime could be
detected, on a longer timescale no structure was seen.
For the comparison to theory modelling has been started by the Finnish Association TEKES
using the ELMFIRE code. The result need much computer time therefore results are expected in 2012
only.

11. H-mode and ELM measurements in TEXTOR
S. Zoletnik, L. Bardóczi, S. Kálvin
KFKI-RMKI
D. Réfy
BME-NTI
Collaboration: FZ Jülich
Contact E-mail:zoletnik.sandor@wigner.mta.hu
New limiter H-mode measurements were done in 2011 and compared to results in 2008. The Libeam control technology is now better developed and beam modulation was done at higher frequency
(250 kHz) which enables measuring the density profile change on the few microsecond timescale. The
results confirmed earlier findings and revealed more details.
Plasma turbulence in the edge 20% of the plasma changes immediately after starting of NBI
heating. The Quasi-coherent (QC) mode disappears and turbulence shows radially extended avalanchelike events. At the L to H transition these disappear on a few hundred microsecond timescale. In the
frequency spectrum this affects the frequencies below 30 kHz. During ELMs the turbulence spectrum is
very similar to the L-mode spectrum. As the Li-beam can measure zonal flows (especially GAMs) from
the movement of QC mode, it is not possible to extract any information in the NBI heated phase on
zonal flow activity.
The fast beam modulation enable background correction of the Li-beam signals at 250 kHz,
therefore the density profile change could be calculated by a Bayesian method during the LH transition
and ELMs. At the LH transition the density pedestal develops on a 1 ms timescale. At the ELM the
profile flattens, the pivot point is in the middle of the pedestal. The recovery after the ELM occurs on a
similar timescale as at the LH transition.
A clear ELM trigger mode was found just before the ELM. In a large fraction of ELMs few
period of a 20-50 kHz modulation appears only at the steepest part of the pedestal. It grows in
amplitude within 2-3 period and develops into a violent change of the density profile as shown in the
Figure. The mode growth is clearly the first event at an ELM, the plasma ejection outside the pedestal
follows only after 20-40 microseconds. Interestingly the background of the Li-beam signals starts to
change gradually already during the growth phase of the mode mode, when the density is unchanged
outside the pedestal. The trigger mode is not seen before all ELMs, therefore it is concluded that it
should be a toroidally localized structure. The mode number could be estimated to be m~30 from quasi2D poloidally deflected Li-beam measurements. It has to be noted that various other modes can be
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present before or after the ELM, most notably with 10 kHz frequency, but they do not seem to be
related to the ELM trigger.

Figure 19: Background corrected Li-beam signals (left) during an ELM and calculated density profiles at different
stages of the ELM. (Profile colours correspond to same colour time markers)

12. Trial Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) system for KSTAR
S. Zoletnik, D. Dunai, I.G. Kiss, G. Veres
KFKI-RMKI
D. Guszejnov, Á. Kovácsik, G. Pokol
BME-NTI
Collaboration: NFRI Daejeon, POSTECH, Pohang, South Korea,
U. Wisconsin, USA
Contact E-mail:zoletnik@wigner.mta.hu
In 2010 the Korean grant agency KRCF provided starting funds for developing a BES diagnostic
for KSTAR. This project was accepted as an EU-Korea collaboration by EURATOM therefore it was
performed using some limited funds from the Association. Modelling using the RENATE code
indicated that the observation window installed on KSTAR earlier on proposal of US colleagues can
provide adequate light level and spatial resolution. Although originally only modelling and conceptual
design activities were foreseen the availability of a spare APDCAM avalanche photodiode array on
load from Adimtech Kft. and EURATOM mobility funding made it possible to build a trial diagnostic.
The optical design consisted of a few commercial lenses, a small optical filter, an EDICAM camera for
spatial calibration and the 4x8 channel APDCAM detector array. The system was built in a short time,
transported to Korea and after calibration installed in KSTAR on the first days of August. The
measurements confirmed the modelling results. Plasma turbulence could be observed at the edge with
properties consistent with results from other machines: wave-like poloidal structure with ~5 cm
wavelength, propagation in the electron diamagnetic direction. At the LH transition turbulence was
suppressed to the noise level. These results enable us to design a final BES system for which KRCF
provided full funding. The system is planned to be installed for the 2012 experimental campaign.
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Figure 20: Photo of the two detectors in the trial KSTAR BES diagnostic.
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III. PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
1. Calibration and first measurements with the combined slow-fast Li-BES detection system on
JET
G. Petravich, D. Dunai, D.Réfy, S. Zoletnik
Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics, KFKI, HAS
Collaboration: CCFE
Contact E-mail: petravich.gabor@wigner.mta.hu
Almost all components of the combined optical system and a new APD camera were ready by
the end of August 2011. The elements were checked – the small mirror system was found to be faulty
and sent back for correction. Fiber ends were glued into their ferrules and polished then visually
checked. In mid-October the parts have arrived at JET and assembly started in an optic lab. During
assembly many mechanical problems emerged and were fixed – at least temporarily. The APD branch
was rebuilt on a 150 cm long Linos X-95 profile and carrier assembly on which the APD camera could
be installed, too. We experienced serious problems with positioning the fiber carriers – holding the
ferrules – in the fiber holder units. New small mirror system had to be made and a few imperfections at
the spectrometer entrance unit were found, too.
To measure real imaging properties and transmittance of the optics we had to make a light
source that has a homogeneous NA = 0.22 and Ø ≲1 mm output. We built such a source that delivered
~4.5 mW red light on the output and the distribution was checked on a screen after coupling it into the
central input fiber of the optics. The power of the light was measured with an OPHIR Nova photodiode
(surface 12.5x12.5mm). Light distribution of the images from input fibers was measured on a paper in
the image position using a commercial Olympus digital camera. The camera was fixed in every
measurement series and a reference picture with scale was taken with external lights on then pictures of
images with large exposure time without external light. An IDL program was written to evaluate the
distribution.
Transmittance of all fibers were found to be low; but it was ~92% after re-polishing them. Light
distribution of the images in the APD branch showed that about 80-85% of the power falls within Ø 1.3
mm circle (output fibers) for images from all input fibers. Intensity towards the spectrometer was
measured at the line image of the vertically focusing doublet and the efficiency was found to be in
average 13.9% for one side fiber column while 12.7% for the other one due to the difference in which
the coupling mirror is seen. These values agree well with the design.
The spectrometer entrance unit with the horizontally focusing lenses and the mirror system was
installed and light distribution of the images (at the slit position) was measured. It turned out that the
mirror system brings images from the two sides ~0.3 mm closer to each other than the slit distance.
This can’t be corrected so we assembled the spectrometer entrance without slits and it turned out that
the spectral resolution of the spectrometer is good enough without them, too. A 50 mm/F1.4 Minolta
lens was set up to project the enlarged image (magnification ~6.9) of the slit area onto a screen. Images
of the spot from all fibers in one column were taken (one by one) and the vertical light distributions
were calculated by integrating the light distribution on a stripe – using the same reference frame.
Overplotting these profiles shows that the overlap of images from neighboring fibers is small.
Position of the side fiber carriers on the APD side were adjusted to achieve optimum coupling
and the throughput efficiency to the APD was measured. It was found to be 50-70%, depending on fiber
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(better than 65% for half of them). Fibers to the APD end in a ferrule – providing the arrangement
matching the geometry of the 4x8 APD chip. This ferrule was inserted into the APD camera and its
position was also adjusted to find the optimum.
The combined optics was mounted in the KY6 optical enclosure. The input lens of the
spectrometer was mounted but it was not possible to make parallel the light from an input fiber because
the entrance image position was not close enough to the input lens. The spectrometer was set up but
there was room only for image of 12 fibers (instead of 13) in one column on the chip of the KY6c
camera. First measurements with the combined system have shown that the signal level is similar to the
old one in the spectrometer but rather low (mV range) in the APDCAM.
Replacing the detector, upgrading the analogue and ADC boards while reducing the bandwidth
to 250 kHz, and increasing the bias voltage to 450V helped to reach SNR ~10. The new KY6d
measurement was integrated into the JET acquisition system – in cooperation with CODAS – by
solving timing and communication problems and continously developing the APDCAM mimic
software. The diagnostics produces JPF of fast and down-sampled data. The first fast measurements
showed that the intensity is enough for fluctuation measurements (in case of low background) using
correlation technics. Fast profile measurement is also possible, but the intensity during beam into gas
measurement is not enough for relative intensity calibration (needed for correct measurement); it has to
be taken from the slow measurement.

2. Construction of fast observation system for Li-BES on COMPASS tokamak
G. Anda, A. Bencze, Cs. Buday, D. Dunai, I.G. Kiss, G. Veres, Á. Kovácsik, S. Zoletnik
KFKI-RMKI
M. Berta
Szechényi University., Győr
Contact E-mail: bencze.attila@wigner.mta.hu
In 2011 the COMPASS Li-beam has been constructed and all major components are in
commissioning phase. The system has been originally designed for two type of observation. Slow
observation of the beam light has been accomplished using a 50 fps CCD camera mounted on the top
port in the Li-beam toroidal posion. The other observation system – discussed in this report – is called
fast observation and consists of the following parts (see Fig. 21):
1:1 imaging optical system: consists of a front lens followed by an interference filter and two big
field lenses. Additional optics (double cylindrical lenses) has been designed to optimize the observable
plasma volume.
Avalanche Photo Diode (APD): S8664-55 selective, high bandwidth, low noise op. amplifier.
The APDs has got variable amplification factor and high quantum efficiency (up to 70%). Light
collection is facilitated by relatively large 5x5mm pixels. The APDs are temperature stabilized using
Peltier thermoelectric cooler.
Electronics: 18 channel, 500 kHz bandwidth analog amplifier and 14 bits ADCs. The sampling
rate of the system will be 2-2.5 MHz.
Measurement computer: signals are transmitted by a Gbit Ethernet cable directly into the
memory of the computer.
The present status of the system can be summarized as: engineering design has been made, all the
physical components have been manufactured and/or purchased including big 70mm lenses. All
electronic components such as amplifiers and ADCs have been constructed and tested in situ. 1:1
cardboard model of the whole system has been built and tested in location (see Fig.2).
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Figure 21: Engineering Design of the fast observation system.

Figure 22: Cardboard model of the system tested in situ.
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3. Design and optimization the ITER bolometer line-of-sight and the bolometer mini cameras
S. Kálvin
KFKI-RMKI, Budapest, Hungary
Collaboration: IPP-Garching
Contact E-mail:kalvin.sandor@wigner.mta.hu
The total radiated power is a crucial parameter because it is a part of the overall energy balance
therefore it should be determined for the successful operation of ITER. The total radiated power as
well as the radiation emission profile can be determined by the bolometer diagnostic.
The consortium of five EURATOM Fusion Associations lead by the Max-Planck-Institute for
Plasmaphysics prepares the project plan for the full development of the bolometer diagnostics. The
Hungarian Association continued the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) optimization, performance analysis, and
optimization of the bolometer minicameras.
Bolometers provide only a line-integrated measurement of the plasma radiation along lines of
sight which are defined by the geometry of the detectors. A spatially resolved profile measurement is
possible by means of many detectors with crossing lines of sight and the application of tomographical
reconstruction methods. Figure 23 shows the distribution of all LOSs projected into one poloidal plane.

Figure 23: The optimized LOS arrangement of the ITER bolometer minicameras. The left and the right panel
shows the LOS for the bulk and divertor plasma tomography, respectively.
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The generic design of bolometer cameras were fixed, so we concentrate on the optimization of the
parameters of the cameras at different locations, such as the port plugs, the divertor chamber and behind
the HFS blanket modules. The generic design of the minicameras can be seen on Figure 24.

Figure 24: The generic design of the ITER bolometer camera.
The figures shows the arrangement of the camera collimator system.

The bolometer diagnostic in ITER will use minicameras equipped collimators for defining the
LOS. Each collimators devided into sub-collimators protect the detector against ECRH radiation. The
aims of the optimization are the maximizing the the light yield of the camera and keep the number of
the subcollimators as low as possible. During optimization of the collimator of the camera the
following procedures have to be taken:
1. The optimization starts by assuming a maximum length the collimator may have. It will be
defined by boundary conditions of the place where the collimator will be mounted on.
2. The minimum number of sub-collimators is calculated which is allowed to avoid the edges of
the gap between blanket modules. This also defines the toroidal size of the sub-collimators.
3. To calculate the optimal length of the collimator the required resolution in poloidal direction is
taken into account as well as the requirements in toroidal direction for the viewing cone
passing through the gap.
4. The optimal size of the collimator aperture in poloidal direction is calculated, taking boundary
conditions from the collimator design into account as well as the requirements of the
resolution of LOS.
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Performance assessment of the bolometer tomographic system
The aim of the performance assessment of the ITER bolometer system is to fulfill the
requirements about the diagnostics. The studies this year mainly concerned the spatial resolution. As
the definition of the resolution for the nonlocal measurement is not ambiguous a new definition based
on probabilistic analysis has been developed. The performance of the system is quantified by the
Expected Utility which measures the information gain from the measured data. Figure 25 shows the
results of a series of reconstructions, while Figure 26 the relation between the perturbation position and
the position determined by the tomographic reconstruction. With the help of this kind of analysis the
Expected Utility (EU), that is the performance of the bolometer diagnostic can be calculated.

Figure 25: A series of tomographic reconstructions
which show the capability of reconstruction the perturbated radiation profile.
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Figure 26: The result of the performance analysis which shows the capability
of the recontruction a given perturbation of the plasma radiation.

It was concluded that hight precision measurements (noise < 2%) can be done with the
optimized collimator system, and reliable emission profiles can be reconstructed.

4. Developing test site for radiation damage investigation of video cameras for fusion experiments
G. Náfrádi, G. Pór, Á. Huszka, A. Szabó
BME-NTII
G. Kocsis, T. Szepesi
KFKI-RMKI
Contact E-mail:por@reak.bme.hu
Visible light video cameras are important devices for fusion diagnostics. There are plans to
install video cameras in fusion devices, like W7-X, ASDEX-Upgrade and ITER. Typically they have a
direct view to plasma, thus they are irradiated by neutrons and gamma rays and severe radiation
damage may occur. Also other diagnostic sensors can be damaged due to radiation. Since it is not very
easy to change these instruments during operation and sometimes during the whole lifetime, it is
important to test them before we install them. For this purpose, a test site was developed where ageing
and radiation damage could be tested equivalent to the total serving period of the cameras. Also, this
test site is suitable for validating different calculations, for example the radiation shielding estimated
using computer programs like MCNP (Monte Carlo computation) to protect electronics used in fusion
diagnostics.
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Figure 27: Test site at the Training Reactor of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics: vertical
channel and the EDICAM camera and AMP-200 in detector holder specially planned for irradiation purposes

The test site was developed in a vertical irradiation channel of the Training Reactor of Budapest
University of Technology and Economics (see fig.1). Special Canadian bubble detectors were
purchased to calibrate neutron fluxes in different energy regions (maximum 6 energy ranges can be
distinguished) and the important range from the point of view radiation damage of cameras and
electronic devices fast neutron fluence (>1MeV) can be directly measured. Precise calibration of the
whole vertical irradiation channel for gamma radiation has been carried out during this year with newly
purchased AMP200GM gamma meter and we have a calibration curve enabling us to select that
irradiation position which is the most suitable for imitating irradiation in fusion devices (see fig. 28.).
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Figure 28: Calibration curve for gamma doses in vertical irradiation channel
and an example of EDICAM picture during irradiation test
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Monte Carlo calculations were carried out using the MCNPX code and results can be compared
with the measured gamma and neutron doses. Thus we developed our methodology and skill for such
calculations, which can be used and has been used for shielding calculation in fusion devices as well.
EDICAM video camera has been irradiated and during irradiation we made dark current images
with the camera on-line. After irradiation we use statictial methods to estimate the camera behavior
during normal operation in a fusion device. Testing EDICAM we experienced some flickers during
gamma irradiation (fig.28) but no long-term radiation damage was observed.

5. Development and 3D generalization of RENATE beam emission spectroscopy simulator
Guszejnov, G. I. Pokol
BME-NTI
D. Réfy
KFKI RMKI
Contact email:pokol@reak.bme.hu
Neutral beams can be used not only for heating and fueling the plasma but for diagnostic
measurements, as well. One of these diagnostics is Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) that – along
with monitoring beam attenuation - can be used to measure the density profile, turbulence
characteristics and plasma waves.
The need for an accurate and comprehensive simulation of BES diagnostics, which could be
used both in the evaluation of BES measurement results and the development of new BES systems led
to the creation of the RENATE (Rate Equations for Neutral Alkali-beam Technique) simulation code.
As the name suggests, it was originally developed for modeling alkali-beams (lithium and sodium), but
support for the more common H and D beams was also added. RENATE can calculate beam evolution
in plasmas with mixed isotope content and impurity composition using either a simple quasi-stationary
model corrected with finite atomic level life-time, or by calculating the evolution of several atomic
levels by solving the time-dependent rate equations.
In 2011 RENATE underwent a major upgrade to be able to handle arbitrary three dimensional
configurations allowing the simulations of non-poloidally injected beams (e.g. heating beams). In the
3D model the neutral beam is modeled as a set of infinitesimally thin virtual beams (beamlets), for
which the beam evolution is calculated individually. This allows the handling of complex beam
structures, which could have a significant effect on the measured signal (Fig. 29). Thus after having
calculated the emission distribution along the beam, RENATE has the capacity to take all the subtle
geometrical effects into account.
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Figure 29: Simulated emission distribution of complex beam structure
with three ion sources on KSTAR tokamak.

Two levels of optical modules exist: the simpler module models the pinhole optics
approximation while the more sophisticated one uses ray tracing through the Zemax model of the
optical system (Fig. 30). The latter method is more accurate, and can be used in the last design phase
when the detailed optical design is available.

Figure 30: Optical models used by RENATE. Pinhole optics approximation (left) and
ray tracing model (right) using Zemax data.

In 2011 the hydrogen and deuterium module of RENATE was outfitted with the latest atomic
physics data the IAEA ALADDIN database and the Open ADAS database with corrections from E.
Delabie and O. Marchuk. The rate equation solver of RENATE has been benchmarked against the
validated CRM code developed by O. Marchuk.
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Figure 31: Evolution of the population of atomic levels along the beam normalized to the initial particle number
for a hydrogen beam. Results are calculated by both RENATE (R) and the code of O. Marchuk (M).

One of the main support features of the RENATE simulation tool is the capability of calculating
the density perturbation response matrix. This calculation involves placing small amplitude, quasi Dirac
delta plasma density perturbations (approximated with a spherical Gaussian functions matching the
resolution of the grid size) along the beam, and computing the change in detected photon currents for
each detector segment. The results are organized into a matrix that gives the response of a chosen
detector's signal to a quasi Dirac-delta perturbation at a given position (thus the matrix has 4 indices: 3
coordinate and 1 detector indices). Given a sufficiently high resolution perturbation response matrix,
the BES system response to an arbitrary shaped small amplitude density perturbation can be easily
calculated. A visualization of the poloidal projection of a perturbation response matrix along magnetic
field lines is shown in Fig. 32. This feature was added in 2011 and shows the response to field aligned
perturbations.
As shown in Fig. 32 perturbations in a certain area of the plane give positive response (red)
which corresponds to the observed area of the chosen detector since – according to the rate equations the light emission is proportional to the local density. The area of negative response corresponds to the
parts of the beam before the observed area, where an increase in density increases beam attenuation
thus leading to a decrease in emission. In theory such density fluctuation response matrices could be
used to calculate the actual amplitude distribution of density fluctuations from measured signals.
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Figure 32: Segment of a perturbation response matrix, showing the normalized absolute response of the
corresponding detector to perturbations in the given plane.

6. Integration of EDICAM into W7-X test data acquisition system
T. Szabolics
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: IPP Greifswald
Contact E-mail:szabolics.tamas@wigner.mta.hu
EDICAM(Event Detection Intelligent Camera) was developed for plasma monitoring and for
real time data manipulation and interaction. A 10 camera system will be built in Greifswald for W7-X
stellarator for these purposes.
In 2012 a new test data acquisition was developed for W7-X thus we defined our camera
interface for this system as well. After the definition of our new interface we could started to develop
our new interface for W7-X data acquisition system. The aim of this system is to test our interface
without the actual camera hardware, these kind of interfaces called mockup interfaces. With this system
the system developers at W7-X can test our system without having our new hardware and firmware
behind our new interface.
This test system was built in March this year during a commission and the tests are ongoing
during the whole year.
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7. Table-top impurity pellet injector development
T. Szepesi, G. Kocsis, J. Németh
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: IPP Garching
Contact E-mail: szepesi.tamas@wigner.mta.hu
Following the failure of producing sub-millimeter cryogencic deuterium pellets at IPP Garching,
it has been considered to use solid state impurity pellets for ELM studies. For these experiments a new
pellet injector had to be designed. The feasibility study of a 100Hz injector, including simulations and
material testing, showed that a small-sized accelerator up to 450 m/s pellet speed can be realized
without major difficulties.
At present status the prototype was tested as follows: first, the accelerating arm was tested for
the maximum speed, reached at 30,000 rpm in vacuum; second, the feeding and launching mechanism
was tested for precision on air. The accelerator has passed the first test without difficulties, however the
second test showed a considerable scatter (ca. 13°) of the launched pellets, wich makes the collection of
the projectiles extremely difficult.
As the next step, the design will be modified to tackle the above mentioned problem. Following
this, launched pellets can be studied in detail (e.g. transfer properties in teflon tube, stability of pellet
speed and repetition rate). Test operation of the injector is foreseen in late 2012 at ASDEX Upgrade
tokamak.

8. Plasma diagnostics via activation techniques: Status of cross section data of
relevant nuclear reactions
A. Fenyvesi
ATOMKI, Debrecen, Hungary
G. Bonheure
ERM/KMS, Brussels, Belgium
Collaboration: IPP Garching
Contact E-mail: Fenyvesi.Andras@atomki.mta.hu
Fluxes of light charged fusion products (p, t, d, 3He, 4He) and their energetic ions escaping
fusion plasmas could be used for plasma diagnostics purposes. These energetic particles can induce
nuclear reactions on nuclei of properly selected activation samples. The radioactive products of the
reactions can be counted using sensitive detectors. Particle fluxes could be calculated by comparing the
measured reaction rates with calculated ones obtained using excitation function data taken from the
literature or nuclear data libraries.
An activation technique and special probes have been developed [1-3] for realizing the method
at tokamak reactors. Feasibility of the method has been studied at JET [4]. On the basis of the
experiences new irradiation experiments were planned [5] that use the mid-plane manipulator at the
ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) tokamak. ATOMKI joined to the project in 2011.
For preparing deuteron flux measurements nuclear reactions have been collected that have Eth <
2 MeV threshold energy and are induced by deuterons on non-radioactive nuclei and lead to the
formation of radioactive products with T1/2 > 1 d half life. The interfering nuclear processes have been
identified. Compilation of similar lists has been started for the 3He and 4He induced reactions.
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For several reactions detailed search of the literature and data bases of measured, calculated,
evaluated and recommended nuclear data has been started to find the most reliable excitation function
data that enable estimation of the expected and measured reaction rates.
It has been found that isotopically highly enriched 76Ge is a new candidate for particle flux
monitoring. Overview of the status of cross section data for nuclear reactions induced on 76Ge by
neutrons and alpha particles has been completed for the energy ranges up to En = 15 MeV and E = 5
MeV, respectively. The availability of isotopically highly enriched 76Ge and its targetry problems were
also overviewed.
[1] G. Bonheure et al., Fusion Science and Technology (53), 806, 2008.
[2] E. Wieslander et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 591, 383 (2008).
[3] G. Bonheure et al., Review of Scientific Instruments 79, 1 (2008).
[4] R. Gonzales de Orduna et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 632, 89 (2011).
[5] G. Bonheure, An activation probe test experiment on AUG. An EFDA DIAG-01-02 TA
proposal (2011).

6. Irradiation design for ITER bolometer components
T. Szepesi, G. Kocsis, J. Németh
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: IPP Garching
Contact E-mail: szepesi.tamas@wigner.mta.hu
The high neutron fluxes expected in ITER require the development of radiation resistant
diagnostics. One of the diagnostic devices, a bolometer, was tested at the dynamic radiography station
of Budapest Research Reactor, using mixed neutron and gamma radiation. The purpose of the test was
to prepare future irradiations in the vertical irradiation channels, define conditions for the vacuum
capsule, cabling, temperature control, data acquisition. The test also provided preliminary information
on the radiation toughness of the bolometer.
A horizontal channel at the Budapest Research Reactor was used for the investigations. A
dedicated test rig was designed and installed on a sliding table. The bolometer chips were mounted on a
plate providing temperature control, and measurements (Fig.33). In addition to the tests designed for insitu measurements, a detector prototype was also placed in an irradiation channel and exposed to higher
neutron fluences. In this latter case without being electrically contacted, thus used for post irradiaton
examination. The test was intended to get a verification of its irradiation stability at higher neutron
doses. The designs of the experiments were supported by neutron physics calculations, resulting in
expected dose of neutron radiation.
During the complete irradiation cycle the resistances of all 4 detector channels could be
monitored. The measured values follow closely the signal of the temperature at the detector holder. The
pressure in the chamber was in the range of 13-17 mbar, the temperature was 60 ⁰C, accumulated fast
neutron dose was 3.59x1012 n/cm2. The chip resistances after irradiation were evaluated, and no
significant deviation has been found. The detector passed the irradiation test.
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Figure 33: Mounting bolometer chips and connecting the cables.
Vacuum and temperature was recorded during the irradiation

7. Measurements of spectral condensation in 2D magnetized electrolyte
L. Bardóczi, A. Bencze
KFKI-RMKI
M. Berta
Szechényi University., Győr
Contact E-mail: bencze.attila@wigner.mta.hu
Quasi two-dimensional laboratory observation of magnetized turbulent flows can contribute to
the basic understanding of the dynamical formation of large-scale flows, called zonal flows, in fusion
grade plasmas.
The concept of inverse energy cascade originates from the famous grounding work of Kraichnan
who first proposed that energy and enstrophy can cascade in two-dimensions. This dual cascade was
found to be the consequence of the presence of two quadratic invariants: the mean-squared velocity and
the mean-squared vorticity. The Kraichnan phenomenology predicts for the inverse cascade a selfsimilar range of scales with energy spectrum scaling like:

In Kraichnan's view, the inverse energy cascade cannot be stationary in a pure 2D system, and a
sink of energy at large scales is required to reach a stationary state, moreover Kraichnan also
conjectured that in finite systems the energy will condensate in the lowest accessible k-mode. This
implies that the inverse cascade can be considered as a transient state, which evolves towards the
condensed state. Since then, this conjecture got strong support both from computer simulations and
laboratory experiments.
Recently have studied the formation of the condensed quasi-2D flow placed into externally
driven electromagnetic fields [1]. We have concentrated our analysis on the changes of the spectral
behavior and the particle transport.
From the spectral point of view we can conclude that the condensation process builds up larger
structures in thicker layers where the dissipation rate is lower, and the transition time from the
disordered state to the condensed state was found to be longer see Fig. 1. During the spectral energy
redistribution process, the most energetic wavenumber follows power law behavior
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Measured spectral exponents show monotonic dependence on the fluid thickness. Around 5 mm
thickness we see a good agreement with the Kolmogorov turbulence theory and some previous
experimental results.
Quantitative method has been developed for determination of the turbulent particle transport
behavior in different states. The result of the analysis shows that the transport turns to sub-diffusive in
the stationary regime from the super-diffusive transport of the transient state. The condensation triggers
ordered motion along the azimuthal coordinate and causes significant suppression of the radial particle
transport 60%.

Figure 34: Evolution of the vorticity field. Units are the same at each plots,
color scales are adjusted to the maximum vorticity of the stationary states.

[1] L. Bardóczi, M. Berta, A. Bencze. Inverse energy cascade and turbulent transport in a quasi-twodimensional magnetized electrolyte system: An experimental study. Phyis. Rev. E 85, 056315,
(2012).
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V. KEEP IN TOUCH ACTIVITIES IN INERTIAL FUSION
ENERGY
1. Keep-in-touch activities in Inertial Fusion Energy
I.B. Földes, A. Barna, M. Aladi
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: University of Szeged, MPQ Garching
Contact E-mail: foldes.istvan@wigner.mta.hu
Due to the building reconstruction at the University of Szeged the expeiments in the HILL
laboratory were carried out in a temporary laboratory room, therefore the final laser amplifier could not
be used, experiments were carried out with with the KrF laser energy of 15 mJ in 62010 fs pulse
duration. In 2011 the experiments were carried out using this system with the aim of finding new pulse
cleaning methods.
In the same time within the frames of the Hungarian ELI-ALPS laser development and as the
realization of the merging of our institute, the Research Institute of Particle and Nuclear Physics with
the Institute of Solid State Physics and Optics in the KFKI Research Centre of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences (starting on 1st January 2012) a new, joint laser laboratory for the interaction of ultrashort
laser pulses with matter has been founded. The new laboratory will be a basis for investigations using
Ti-sapphire laser pulses.
We continued the collaboration with the MPQ, and successful experiments were carried out to
measure the conversion efficiency to high harmonics from solid surfaces, thus giving estimation to the
conversion to attosecond pulse train.
Pulse contrast improvements
One of the ultimate methods to improve the temporal contrast of short pulse lasers is based on
the use of plasma mirrors, as shown with infrared pulses of solid-state laser systems. We demonstrated
it successfully for KrF laser systems[1]. Although a double plasma mirror may result in a contrast
improvement up to 4 orders of magnitude, the loss of the energy may exceed 50% even for IR lasers.
This is worse for KrF lasers, where even a single plasma mirror has less than 50% efficiency. As the
source of the pedestal is the ASE, plasma mirrors are proposed to be used before the last amplifier thus
attenuating the prepulse in contrast to the saturated amplification of the short pulse.
In a newly introduced arrangement the plasma mirror is situated in the centre of a confocal
telescope used in combination with a conjugated beam-block filter pair. Assuming a diffraction limited
beam, this arrangement allows full exclusion of prepulses. For the main pulse, where the plasma-mirror
causes an amplitude modulation in the focal plane, finite transmission occurs, reducing the obtainable
output energy. On the other hand, introducing phase modulation in the Fourier-plane of the confocal
arrangement may result in simultaneous spatial and temporal filtering. This can be obtained by selffocusing in laser plasma generated in a pulsed gas-jet (instead of the plasma-mirror) which may result
in a phase shift of λ/2 of the central lobe of the Airy-pattern. Constructive interference allows
minimization of the losses, and the suppression of the unwanted spatial and temporal components of the
laser beam at the same time.
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Figure 35: Fig.1 a) shows the case without the gas jet when no plasma appears and the beam stop screens the
centre of the beam. In b) self phase-modulation results in a homogenized beam in the centre with ~40%
transmission.

Harmonics conversion experiments in the MPQ
Simultaneous efficiency and divergence measurements were carried out for harmonics from
solid targets generated by the relativistic oscillating mirror mechanism at modest laser intensities. For a
value of the normalized vector potential of aL 1.5 we demonstrate the generation of 30 μJ highharmonic radiation in a beam with 17±3 mrad divergence. This corresponds to a laser energy
conversion efficiency of ~10−4 in the 17 nm - 80 nm spectral range. Estimates based on our results show
that the average power of a single attosecond pulse in the generated pulse train reaches unprecedented
levels of
~6 μJ of each attosecond pulse. The good agreement with results of PIC simulations raises the prospect
of attaining efficiencies of a few percent at higher laser intensities.

Figure 36: Prepulse level was reduced by decreasing the total laser energy. In this case the spectral distribution
became more regular, relativistic harmonics could be observed and “beaming” was observed when the divergence
of harmonics is much smaller than that of the laser beam.

The task of our group (A.B., I.B.F.) was to carry out the calibrated x-ray diode measurements
and the data acqusition for obtaining the absolute calibrated data.
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Figure 37: The shape of the collimated harmonics radiation when “beaming” occcurs
showing the shadow of the calibrated diode and the reconstructed distribution of the full beam

References
[1] I.B. Földes et al.; Radiation Effects & Defects in Solids 165, 429 (2010)
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VI. EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
1. Study the low alloyed steel characteristics for fusion devices
A. Horváth, F. Gillemot, M.Horváth
KFKI-AEKI
Gy. Török
SZFKI
Contact E-mail:hakos@aeki.kfki.hu
The energy conversion in the fusion plant requires the use of structural materials operating
above 500°C temperature. The fossil plants which operate at this temperature, are built from Cr-Mo and
Cr-Mo-V steels. These materials are widely used by the industry, so the nuclear application do not need
extensive technology development, even long term creep and thermal ageing properties are well known.
Impurities have also effect on the ageing of the material, as the high energy neutron radiation
accelerates diffusion and segregation of the elements in the grain boundaries. In the past, the effect of
Cu, Mn, S, P content on the radiation ageing of steels has been investigated in length. The aim of the
present study was to investigate the aged steel samples by Small Angle Neutron Scattering at the
Budapest Research Reactor.
Small Angle Neutron Scattering is an adequate tool for understanding the radiation ageing
phenomena, revealing dominating processes for different types of irradiation. SANS measurement are
usually carries a non destructive character, so need not such sample preparation which changes the
original form and layout of investigated details.
The SANS measurement of low alloyed steel samples of 15H2MFA type has been performed in
the Budapest Neutron Centre on the spectrometer Yellow submarine, in the q range 0.08-2.5 1/nm. In
order to avoid multiple Bragg scattering, the wavelength 0.605 nm was used. We applied a magnetic
field of 1.4 T with direction perpendicular to beam. Such a way we could separate the effect of
structural changes caused by irradiation. The size distribution was estimated by indirect Fourier
transformation. The dose rates of the samples measured 50 cm from the surfaces are summarized in the
table below:
Table 1: Acitivity of the steel samples used in the SANS measurement

Sample
Base
4AI
6AI

Sample gamma activity (50 cm)
Non-irradiated
23 µSv/h
206 µSv/h

Fluence
Non-irradiated
9.52 E20 n/cm2
1.45 E21 n/cm2

Compared to the active samples, the scattering results of the base material show an average size
of carbide particles of 2.4nm. In the two other cases a new, much larger particle size was detected,
indicating a 2nm damage zone radius caused by the neutron radiation. As the thermal conditions were
slightly different, the correlation between the irradiation fluence and scattering results needs more
analysis.
The new high temperature irradiation rig was constructed for the Budapest Research Reactor T1
fast channel, and finally it got the licence with a significant delay. The irradiation schedule of the oxide
dispersion strengthened steel samples is under preparation.
.
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2. Computer simulation of the radiation damage of beryllium
A. Fenyvesi
ATOMKI
Collaboration: KIT, Karlsruhe
Contact E-mail: Fenyvesi.Andras@atomki.mta.hu
Energetic neutrons from fusion plasmas can induce bulk radiation damage of components of the
fusion reactor via neutron scattering and neutron induced nuclear reactions. The recoils and other
energetic reaction products (protons, tritons, 3He- and 4He-particles, etc.) of these processes can induce
atomic displacement cascades. The movement and accumulation of the nuclear reaction products in the
displacement damaged structure can affect the performance and the life time of the elements of the
fusion reactor. One important problem is the behavior of 3He and 4He in bulk damaged hexagonally
closed packed (hcp) beryllium.
A framework has been available at ATOMKI for simulating bulk damage of hcp Be. A two steps
method can be performed.
First atomic displacement cascades are generated using the MARLOWE-15b Binary Collision
Approximation (BCA) Monte Carlo (MC) code. The energy of the Primary Knocked Atom (PKA) is
EPKA > 1 MeV.
In the second step, for the atoms displaced with E  200 eV energy, the DL_POLY 3 molecular
dynamics (MD) code is run. Time, position and velocity data for the displaced atom are taken from the
output of the MARLOWE-15b simulation. The displaced atom is started at the center of an MD cell of
40x40x40 hcp unit cells.
A set of potentials has been collected and can be used with the simulation codes to treat the
interatomic interactions of Be-Be, Be-He and He-He atoms. All potentials have been taken from the
literature. The repulsive parts are either Molière potential, or the general Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark
potential or Born-Mayer potential. These potential types are built in options of the MARLOWE-15b
code and they can be used in tabulated form running the DL_POLY code. In the case of low energy
cascade simulations (Eatom  200 eV) with DL_POLY many body effects of the Be-Be interactions can
be treated either by a Finnis-Sinclair type empirical metal potential or a Tersoff-type bond order
potential that takes into account covalent effects. The Be-He interactions are described by a Born
Mayer potential. The He-He interactions are treated by a modified Tang-Toennis-type potential.
Trial simulations have been performed with the DL_POLY code for studying helium movement
in the thermal spike phase of a displacement cascade developing in a hcp beryllium system at T=0 oK
temperature. The system consisted of 20x20x20 = 8000 hcp unit cells (16000 Be atoms) with 5 Heatoms. Further simulations are necessary to follow the evolution of the system after the recombination
phase of the spike.
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3. Thermomechanical Cycle Mock up (TCM) plate development in HELOKA
G. Porempovics
BME-MM
Sz. Kecskés, B. E. Ghidersa
KIT-INR
Collaboration: KIT Karlsruhe
Contact E-mail:poremg@mm.bme.hu; Szabolcs.kecskes@kit.edu
In the frame of the activities of the EU Breeder Blanket Programme, the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT) is involved in several activities in support of the design and qualification of the
Helium Cooled Pebble Bed Test Blanket Module (HCPB-TBM).
During operation the TBM will be subjected to complex thermo-mechanical loads, especially the
plasma facing parts, the so called First Wall (FW). In the recent years significant effort was dedicated
to the FE modeling of the TBM box as a complete assembly: detailed FE models (1: 4 scaled) were
developed and thermo mechanical calculations were performed for the better description of the thermomechanical behavior of the HCPB TBM box under nominal and accidental conditions. In parallel with
the numerical studies the manufacturing process for the TBM-FW has progressed. Currently KIT has
developed a manufacturing path that will allow the manufacturing of a FW plate, the so called TCM
(Thermo mechanical Cycle Mock up), with an overall size of 710×484×30mm.
The design of the TCM started in 2011 with the numerical investigations of a mock-up designed
to qualify the manufacturing procedure of the TCM. For this the TCM will be subject to the same heat
loads as the central part of a TBM-FW operating under TBM characteristic conditions (nominal surface
heat flux of 500kW/m² in pulsed regime). Base on the comparison with the numerical simulations of a
full TBM box, a design of the test mock-up including the support structure behind the TCM plate will
be proposed with the aim of reproducing an equivalent level of stresses in the test object as in a TBMFW.
In 2011 several TCM designs were analyzed. These models had different geometries and
different loads. This way we were able to determine which load or geometrical feature has significant
impact on the behavior of the TBM and which feature or load can be simplified or even eliminated.
The first design was a TBM-like design. It contained a cooling plate, horizontal and vertical
plates similar to the stiffening grid, but without cooling channels, and cap-like plates also without
cooling channels.
Temperature of helium deviates in the cooling channels of the TBM. We simplified the inlet
temperatures so that we have only 3 different temperature levels. With these imputs we were able to
reproduce the temperature distribution of the TBM first wall.
After several models (Fig. 38Hiba! A hivatkozási forrás nem található.) we were able to
reproduce the stress levels and also the distribution of the TBM first wall. It means that the most
important factors were defined. According to this knowledge, development of a possible TCM began.
This model would be more realistic as the grids and caps are substituted by a truss structure (Fig
39Hiba! A hivatkozási forrás nem található.).
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Figure 39: TCM II

Figure 38: TCM I(Simplified TBM)
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VII. OTHER ACTIVITIES

1. Remote student measurement on the GOLEM tokamak
G. Pokol
BME-NTI
Cs. Buday, D. Réfy
KFKI-RMKI
Collaboration: Czech Technical University
Contact E-mail:pokol@reak.bme.hu
GOLEM tokamak (former CASTOR) is being operated at the Czech Technical
University in Prague for educational purposes. The tokamak can fully be controlled
remotely, so students from all around the world can perform measurements. A measurement
program has been designed by which students can measure or estimate the most basic plasma
parameters using only the magnetic diagnostics and technological measurements. Students
performing the remote measurement exercise experienced autonomous tokamak operation
and acquaintaned themselves with key physical parameters like Ohmic heating power,
energy confinement time and safety factor. Based on the early success, extension of the
remote measurement program is planned.

2. Participation in the nuclear tent at “Sziget Fesztival”
T. Szabolics
HAS KFKI-RMKI
Contact E-mail:szabolics.tamas@rmki.kfki.hu
At the last 7 years the Plasma Physics Department was at “Sziget” to show and tell
about its work for the people. It is very important to speak about Fusion development
because people are usually don’t know about anything but are curious. Sziget is one of the
biggest festival in Europe thus these kind of festivals are the best places to populize our work
because there are many kind of people from all age groups but mostly young people from all
over the world.
As always our tent was one of the most popular at “Civil Sziget” which is a place
inside Sziget for organizations to advertize their work.
We had questionaries for people who want to know more about Fusion and after they
finished the tests our colleagues corrected the tests with them and explained the good and the
bad answers as well. After they filled in the tests they got free gifts such as stamps, condoms
and a lottery ticket because we had a lottery every day and people could win Fusion t-shirts.
In this year we also participated at other big festivals in Hungary for example
“VOLT”, “EFOTT” and “Hegyalja” too.
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